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Today, Ukraine is facing huge challenges not only with the COVID-19 pandemic, but also the slowdown in the global economy, the escalation of trade, economic and price wars, and the unfolding global financial and economic crisis. If in January of this year the Ministry of Finance of Ukraine attracted 1.25 billion euros of credit at just under 4.375% per annum, then a month later foreign investors started to leave Ukraine. Currently, our country can receive loans from the IMF, the World Bank and the European Union. 
In these circumstances, the problem of Ukraine's relationship with the IMF is of particular importance to Ukrainian society. At the same time as the IMF is in use, there is ambiguous development at both the economic and political levels of the country, which prompts discussions by scholars, experts and members of the public about the need for cooperation with the IMF.
Ukraine joined the IMF in 1992. In 1994-1995, the cooperation worked on the program of systematic transformation of positions, for which Ukraine received about 700 million dollars to support the payments balance of the country [2]. The need for cooperation between Ukraine and the IMF was driven by an increase in the imbalance of external payments.
Further cooperation becomes more systematic and loans are estimated at billions of dollars. In total, over the 25 years of cooperation between Ukraine and the IMF it has signed 10 credit agreements. Two of them envisaged the use of the extended financing mechanism and the other eight used the stand-by mechanism.
Under these agreements, Ukraine could receive almost SDR 51.5 billion (Special Drawing Rights), but received less than half - only SDR 21.9 billion (over 31.5 billion dollars) With only one loan agreement made in May 1996, Ukraine has fully selected the IMF money allocated - almost SDR 600 million [2]. 
The main problems concerning Ukraine and the IMF relate to the level of the ratio of irrational issues received on credit. The overwhelming amount of resources is directed precisely at patching up budgetary gaps and maintaining the trade balance, rather than contributing to the development of, for example, industrial or agricultural sectors for real economic growth, increasing public debt. 
The main problems in the sphere of cooperation of Ukraine with international financial organizations are the lack of the Strategy of cooperation of Ukraine with the MFO, the absence of strict control over the implementation of the indicators of the special fund of the state budget, whose funds have specific, clearly defined sources of filling and directions of use. There is a low level of qualification of the specialists who prepare and implement MFO projects [1].
Public debt is increasing very quickly, and in order to repay the previous debt, it is necessary to take on a new one, to go for new arrangements, which are not always beneficial for Ukraine. In recent years, public debt has increased almost 4-fold 
( Tabl.1)
Dynamics of the public debt of Ukraine 2013-2020 (Tabl.1)
Year	Total debt(in million UAH)	External debt(in million UAH)	Internal debt(in million UAH)
01.01.2013	584114,1	300025	284088
01.01.2014	1100564	611697	488866
01.01.2015	1572180	1042719	529460
01.01.2016	1929759	1240028	689730
01.01.2017	2141674	1374995	766678
01.01.2018	2168627	1397217	771409
01.01.2019	1998275	1159221	839053
01.01.2020	2079015	1248429	830585
Source: Ministry of Finance of Ukraine [2] 

In disputes about the declaration of a default on Ukraine by external obligations, it should be understood that in this case, the country's debt is not canceled. The debtor is still obliged to agree with the creditors on the deferral or partial cancellation of the debt. Also, in the country's default budget will not "free up funds" for the purpose of using them for other purposes. After all, the budget deficit for 2020 is UAH 96 billion, which is planned to cover the attraction of new debt. But in case of default, no one will give Ukraine new loans. In addition, there will remain payments on domestic debt amounting to UAH 110 billion [3].
Therefore, the continuation of Ukraine's cooperation with the IMF is essential because it provides access to cheap loans and is a guarantee of structural reforms in the Ukrainian economy. Equally important is that such cooperation ensures internal and external stability of the country, support of the national currency, coverage of the budget deficit etc.
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